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parameters". No explanation was provided in the Consultation Paper as to why NICTA was
appearing to target the maximum indicative budget number despite not having provided any
details on any specific UAS Projects that it proposed should be included within any of the
various programs.

In short, it is our respectful view that neither the Consultation Paper nor the Strategic
Planning Report provided any detailed information about any specific UAS Projects(or their
indicative costs) that are proposed by NICTA for the 2019 calendar year.

Unfortunately, in the absence of such information, Digicel is not in a position to provide any
meaningful submissions on the analysis or assumptions underlying what NICTA may be
proposing for 2019.

Digice[a[so attended a meetingthat was hosted by N]CTA on 2]- August 2018 IN]CTA meetings
where NICTA presented the Consultation Paper and sought proposals from interested parties
by a stated "deadline" of 7September 2018 on "any pro/acts or programs that maybe
consistent with the overarching goals within the ICT sector and that NICTA should consider in
fts current or/ufure programs". That workshop also emphasised the PGK 27 million budget
figure that had been proposed in the Consultation Paper and discussed NICTA's proposed
process for implementing UAS Projects for the 2019 calendar year. This process suggested
that NICTA was, and the UAS Board are, proposing to proceed with determining the UAS
Projects for 20].9 without any further consultation or reference to interested parties.

If that is actually the case it would be of serious concern to Digicel as we would not be
provided with a fair opportunity to be able to review any actual UAS Project proposals or to
correct, contradict or comment on any of the analysis or assumptions that may have been
made in respect of such proposals. In particular, Digicel would be denied a fair opportunity
to comment on the factors that NICTA and the UAS Board are required to have regard to
under the/Vat/ona//nformat/on and Conman/cat/on 7'ethno/ogy 4ct 2009(Act) which, among
other things, include:

ja) whether the proposed UAS Project would promote the objectives of the Universal
Access and Service Fund; and

jbl the net benefits of the UAS Projectto Papua New Guinea, taking into account any
costs and detriments to any person; and

lc) whether the UAS Project is sustainable with a one-time capital subsidy; and

Id) whether the UAS Project would not otherwise occur but for a subsidy payment
under Part V of the Act; and

je) the likely efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed UAS Project and whether it
is financially and technically feasible.

Digiceltherefore requests that before proceeding further with the current process, NICTA
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1. disclose the details of each of the actual UAS Projects that are proposed for 2019,

including any analysis that NICTA has undertaken in the light of the requirements set
out above; and

2. afford Digicel (and any other interested party) a fair opportunity to review that
information and to correct, contradict or comment on any of the reasoning, analysis
and assumptions that have been relied upon by NICTA.

We look forward to your positive consideration of this request

Head of Legal & Regulatory
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